


  a durational project curated by Rachel Grant in association with the 
Scottish Sculpture Workshop Aberdeenshire and in partnership with 
Seventeen Creative hub Aberdeen, making links with the Belmont 
Street market.

The project asked the citizens of Aberdeen about how they feed them-
selves: culturally, socially and through food over a period of six months. 
Through the Picnic Series facilitated by curator Rachel Grant and local 
hosts, and our commissioned artists Norma D Hunter and Elena Mary 
Harris created a series of Participatory Events from August to No-
vember 2015. This culminated in a final exhibition and event ‘All hands 
in the pot’ taking place in November 2015.

We’re using the following pages as an open access resource. 
We will share the project with you, the concepts, the methods and the 
events so that you might take it away and ask the question for yourself, 
evolving it in your own community and city and become part of the col-
lective question: How do we feed ourselves?



Seventeen Creative hub and the monthly Belmont Street Saturday 
market in Aberdeen, were the locations where our artists generated 
public interventions and events over a period of four months. The ac-
tivity encouraged dialogue between artists and citizens who inhabit the 
city centre to ask questions about how we feed ourselves.

Markets are a natural framework in which comparisons between food 
and art as commodities can be made; the producers, as artists, the 
buyers as audience. Markets not only exist for the purpose and value 
of economic transactions but can act as a place for citizens to meet 
and build relationships with one another. 

The Freed Market aimed to open up a dialogue in which we would 
explore the nature of exchange within a market creating situations 
outside of economic structures, where our currency could become an 
exchange in knowledge, skills and dialogue. 





‘Freed Market’ is a term to describe an idealized economic structure 
in which markets themselves are ‘a space not only for profit – driven 
commerce, but also spaces for social experimentation and grassroots 
activism…under this ideology market processes can – and ought to – 
include conscious, coordinated efforts to raise consciousness, change 
economic behavior and address issues of economic equality and social 
justice’. 1 

1 Editors: Gary Chartier & Charles W. Johnson. Selected essays ‘Markets not
capitalism: Individualist anarchism against bosses, inequality, corporate power, and structural poverty’. P.15

In the form of a picnic, each participant was invited to bring along a 
food dish to share. The picnics ran every third week of the month at 
Seventeen Creative hub.

The format for this group looked at the idea of the importance of self-or-
ganised networks; through discussion, sharing skills and knowledge we 
can be empowered to be active within our own environments. 

On a localized level it also takes on the question of how we, as a com-
munity might occupy a publicly funded building like Seventeen outside 
of their regular program, with an opportunity to curate our own ques-
tions to explore in a shared environment.

Under this question of How we feed ourselves? Each picnic took an 
emerging point of view with invited local picnic hosts.





Two artists were commissioned to facilitate a series of temporary 
events running from August to November 2015, and produce a  final 
showcase of work. They were encouraged to support and collaborate 
with one another, creating situations where they can learn from one 
another. As part of the program it was specified that one of the artists 
should be in their early career stage.

Norma D Hunter
For Freed Market: how do we feed ourselves? Norma made and 
lead performative walks, and hosted participatory events both in the 
local farmers’ market and inside Seventeen creating situations where 
discussion and reflection with the people of Aberdeen was made pos-
sible around many of the key concerns for us all in the 21st century in 
regard to our consumption, food was used as a metaphor for all things 
consumed.

Elena Mary Harris
In the Freed Market: How do we feed ourselves? project Elena’s 
focus was in building a relationship with the wider community of Ab-
erdeen, and specifically the Belmont Street Market, she developed a 
series of workshops and events that relate to the historical and contem-
porary context of food sharing within the city. This activity had a focus 
on the use and development of a tandoor oven built from recycled plant 
pots, whilst developing collaborative recipes with the market stall hold-
ers of Belmont Street. 



A performative walk with Norma’s ‘Food Safe’ highlighted the already 
established journey of surplus food between two Aberdeen organisa-
tions, The Allotment Market Stall (TAMS) and Community Food Initia-
tives North East (CFINE). Both orgnisations support each other through 
an initiative where volunteers transport surplus, locally grown food from 
the allotments to CFINE a leading foodbank social enterprise.

In the beginning stages of building her own tandoor oven from recy-
cled material, Elena visited the market stall holders on Belmont Street 
collaborating with them on recipes for the tandoor that use their own 
produce. She invited participants to also experiment with Lithography 
printing using a pasta maker. A method she had been using in her own 
studio development



Stemming from the knowledge that traditionally Aberdeen’s mar-
kets have had a strong relationship with access to water, Norma 
ran performative walking tours around the center of the city. She 
asked participants to discover where in the past these public 
wells were, sharing facts, fictions and creative ideas along the 
way. The tours were also an open question to look at where (if 
anywhere) we can access free public water in the city today.

Developing the narrative of the tandoor, Elena took the oppor-
tunity at his event to cook with it on Belmont Street. Using the 
market stallholders produce and recipes she provided tasters 
of the food prepared throughout the day and shared her meth-
ods and recipes. Participants also contributed their own reci-
pes to the project.





For this event, Norma had her own stall in amongst the regular stall-
holders at the Belmont Street market. She invited participants to forage 
for unmarked and unbranded food by literaly having to detect it and dig 
it up. Those brave enough to eat it were rewarded with a wrist brand 
with the message ‘Always your choice’. To highlight how we are influ-
enced by the food industry to impose our own food controls.
 

Having developed the tandoor for herself, Elena ran workshops in 
which participants could make their own tandoor oven passing on 
this knowledge to others. Elena shared the collaborative recipes and 
relationships she has been developing with the market stallholders. 
Participants could take away their own ovens as a functional object to 
be used in the future



For this event the artists invited a more relaxed, and intimate form of 
engagement. They used the site of the Freed Market: How do we feed 
ourselves? exhibition to hold drop-in workshops that focused on par-
ticipatory making activities using accessible, and domestic materials.

Elena used the process of kitchen lithography, pressed within a pasta 
machine that was within the exhibition itself. The visual print grew in 
length as more people contributed to it. Norma used salt dough as a 
material for sculpture. Participants outcomes were baked instantly in 
the Seventeen microwave, and taken away with them.





At this final event, All hands in the pot the project members and asso-
ciates came together to look at the question and the events from their 
own emerging points of view.

It was an opportunity to gather those associates who were intrinsic to 
the project into a shared space, through the common ground of the 
Freed Market project.

We aimed to create an open environment, facilitating a discussion in 
the middle of the exhibition space, sharing tables, food and conversa-
tion. Participants were mixed with project members to create a situation 
where people were facilitated to contribute equally.

In supporting our local cultural economy the thematic food served was 
created by local entrepreneurs and food lovers Sophie Mancellon and 
Neil Corall.



As an artist, community worker or activist you can facilitate your own 
Freed Market. Take this away, use it as an opportunity to raise these 
questions in your own community, city or country.

If you would like to have a further conversation about facilitating your 
own project, or aspects of the project please contact the curator: 
rachelagrant1@hotmail.co.uk






